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Taken from personal reading concerning the year 2012
Question: We are now in the year that we have all been talking about since 1989.
What should we all be aware of, and what do we need to be concentrating on?
Light Beings: If you remember we have been talking about the light and the dark
for many years now, and how the two would begin to separate. You are seeing a
very good example now of the polarity your planet is capable of in your political
arena in your country. No longer are the issues that are of concern to the majority
of the people being considered but the extreme are being seen. No longer does
there seem to be a unified agreement on anything that is discussed. You will find
that in the micro as well as the macro. Family units are recognizing that in many
instances there is no common ground. Siblings have traveled different roads and
can no longer communicate nor do they feel the family history that was prevalent
when families relied on each other for survival. Now families are scattered and
there is not that tight bond that was found even a few decades ago. The same is
true of corporations. At one time there was a more local economy and businesses
served a small area. That is no longer true and many of your large corporations are
represented in many countries. So again there is no common ground and no
community to strengthen the bonds of employees or employers. If you asked the
general population you will find that most feel alone and floating out to sea with
no real purpose and nothing to hold them in the way of relationship. Everything
has become transitory. The human species has been tribal for over 10,000 year
and so this type of existence is neither comfortable nor economically feasible over
a long period of time. There will come a time in the very near future when many
will begin to see the need for community again, will see the need for more
dependence on each other instead of dependence on monetary achievement and
technology. This is not just true for your country but is a global need. There are
still some pockets where there still exists a type of community where people help
people instead of looking outside to the immediate sources of a government for
assistance. But that is certainly not what most are experiencing. Consumerism
has become of epidemic proportion and is rapidly spreading to many of the
undeveloped countries. There is much unrest, and time for many changes that will
transpire in the next few years. If you look at your history there have been certain
periods where there were drastic leaps in both consciousness and economic
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freedoms being achieved due to a change in perception and you are in that phase at
this time, where one will have many choices and the choices will decide how one
will live out the remainder of the incarnation they are presently in. The choices
will determine whether one will need to be nudged by the universe through a crisis
or whether one takes responsibility for making life changes that gives one the
peace within and the understanding that it is time for responsibility for self
spiritually, economically, and taking care of the physical body. No longer can one
look to the outside until one can recognize the inner needs and fulfill those needs.
That inner need is causing the restlessness many are feeling, the lack of joy, and
the lack of appreciation for the life force they are privileged to experience in an
incarnation. If you had to pick one word for this next year it will be responsibility.
That will be true for the choices each individual makes but also each government
body of people, each company, each community. And once an entity understands
and takes responsibility for self, their choices, their reactions, their thoughts, their
actions, then one will begin to see the need for reaching out to community, to
family, to any they come in contact with and giving assistance if needed.
Relationships can now be formed in a different way than ever before, not because
of a need or dependency but because there is a resonance, an understanding, a
common goal or interest. Groups will begin to form with common goals and
much can be accomplished with these groups as long as integrity overrules ego.
This can definitely be a time of extremes and you are going to see the polarity of
the planet play out in a myriad of ways. If an individual entity wants to survive
without being in the midst of chaos, it will be necessary for a very deep inventory
taking of the life that is being lived and an adjustment to create less stress in both
the environment they are in, the relationships they participate in, and the jobs they
choose to do. This is the time for each entity to recognize the power within and
move forward in the direction that they are most in alignment with. It may bring
about changes in their life that may initially not be comfortable, but ultimately they
can find a joy and contentment they have not known before, and will find they are
forming much closer relationships with those that are a like vibration. If one holds
thoughts that are of a positive vibration and focuses those thoughts that are guided
by soul and not ego, one will find that life will move forward without the daily
stresses that have become so common in your present environment. But is one
does not take inventory of one’s life, but floats along allowing both environment
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and other souls to dictate to them how they need to live, then there will ultimately
be chaos in the life and much decline. There are many, many different ways of
existence on the planet and the opportunity to live as one feels most comfortable
existing has never been as available as it is at this present time in your history.
But responsibility for choices in both thought and action will dictate just how close
to one’s dreams one can create in one’s life.
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